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openSAP, RW Institute Launch Free Online Course, ‘Empathy in Motion: The Power of 
Employee Volunteering’ 

TORONTO – Today, openSAP and the RW Institute (RWI) announce the rollout of Empathy in Motion: The 
Power of Employee Volunteering, a new, free Massive Open Online Course available to companies and 
volunteers globally. 

Designed by RWI and hosted by openSAP, Empathy in Motion is a two-part course that fi rst guides participants 
through what makes volunteering meaningful. The second half of the course offers practical guidance on setting up 

employee volunteer programs and on running volunteer events, 
giving participants a truly transformative model of volunteerism. 

“As we give, and when we acknowledge the needs of others, 
we open ourselves up to receive. And, what we receive is a 
reminder of what it means to be human – and that we are part 
of larger, global narrative where we have a role to play,” says 
Chris Jarvis, CEO, Realized Worth. 

Empathy in Motion is open to the general public, and is 
especially recommended to individuals interested in social 
psychology, involved with company volunteer programs, 
volunteers, or to those working in the social responsibility fi eld. 

The course tests knowledge development, provides weekly 
assignments, and offers space for online discussion in the 
course forum. Following successful completion (achieving 
>50% grade) of the course by April 12, students receive a 
Record of Achievement that can be added to résumés or 
LinkedIn profi les.

Learn more about Empathy in Motion: The Power of Employee Volunteering on openSAP and enroll today. 
The course starts March 14 and all you need to sign up is a valid email address.

Learn more about the RW Institute. openSAP is SAP’s Enterprise MOOC provider.

Realized Worth would like to thank Toyota and Deloitte USA for their generous support, making it possible to 
promote Empathy in Motion to global audiences.

A global commitment to supporting the 
communities in which we operate via 
corporate volunteering is embedded in 
our corporate culture.

We are proud to collaborate with 
the RW Institute to bring a better 
understanding of the power of employee 
volunteering to help employees build 
bridges, embrace differences and develop 
empathy – relevant skills personally as 
well as professionally.

– Alicia Lenze
 VP, Head of Global CSR, SAP SE
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Led by the RW Institute and hosted by openSAP, Empathy 
in Motion: The Power of Employee Volunteering, 
offers a perspective on the power of volunteering that goes 
beyond the traditional, transactional model. It teaches 
learners about changing hearts and minds and then 
offers practical guidance on how to turn their knowledge 
into action. 

CONNECTING THROUGH VOLUNTEERISM
Volunteerism is often conducted as a transaction where 
one party provides a service, and where the other party is a 
beneficiary of that service. 

Empathy in Motion breaks the boundaries of this 
transactional relationship by building on the work of 
volunteer leaders, such as running impactful events and 
campaigns, with an understanding that volunteering can 
change human beings in a powerful and positive way. 
Volunteer leaders who are taught to grow empathy and 
understanding in themselves and in others are doing much 
more than delivering a service – they are helping others 
recognize their own compassion, and that they, too, have 
a role to play in making the world a better place through 
meaningful human connection and social good.   

ENROLL NOW IN EMPATHY IN MOTION
Empathy in Motion is a free, two-part course open to 
everyone. It is especially recommended to individuals 
interested in social psychology and human motivation, 
involved with company volunteering programs, volunteers, 
and corporate social responsibility practitioners or to those 
working in the social responsibility field. 

EMPATHY IN MOTION: 
THE POWER OF EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING

hosted by

open.sap.com

Registration opens January 31, 2017, 09:00 UTC, with 
course start on March 14, 2017, 09:00 UTC.

Based on an online lecture model, instruction is 
accompanied by supporting materials (slide decks, 
handouts), structured opportunities for students to test their 
knowledge development, homework assignments and 
online discussion forums.

LEARN MORE
Watch the Empathy in 
Motion teaser video and 
learn more course details 
at openSAP. 

A free, open online course offering a meaningful and impactful 
approach to take employee volunteering to the next level.

HAVE QUESTIONS OR FEEDBACK? 
Connect with us at contact@realizedworth.com.

http://www.realizedworth.com/
https://open.sap.com/
https://open.sap.com/courses
https://open.sap.com/courses
mailto:contact%40realizedworth.com?subject=
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>  Are you involved with volunteering programs 
in your company or another organization? 

>  Perhaps you work as a volunteer, or organize 
programs, or maybe you work with your 
organization’s social responsibility team? 

>  Do you have ideas on how volunteer events or 
programs can create positive social change? 

>  Are you interested in what motivates 
people to do good? 

If so, the Empathy in Motion course, created by the 
RW Institute, is for you. 

“As we give, and when we acknowledge the needs of 
others, we open ourselves up to receive. And, what we 
receive is a reminder of what it means to be human – 
and that we are part of larger, global narrative where we 
have a role to play.” With these words, Chris Jarvis, CEO 
at Realized Worth, invites you to explore the power of 
employee volunteering through Empathy in Motion, a free 
online course hosted by openSAP. 

The course highlights how employees and companies 
can transform the volunteer experience, empowering 
global workforces to tackle some of our biggest social and 
economic challenges.

Based on an online lecture model, instruction is 
accompanied by supporting materials, such as 
downloadable slides and transcripts. There will be 
structured opportunities for students to test their 
knowledge development, homework assignments, 
and online discussion forums. Following successful 
completion students are notified as to when they can 
download a Record of Achievement to add to résumés or 
LinkedIn profiles. 

COURSE OVERVIEW
• Registration: Opens January 31, 2017, 09:00 

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time, check against 
your time zone)

• Starts: March 14, 2017, 09:00 UTC
• Duration: Open for 4 weeks, until April 12, 2017, 

9:01 UTC
• Details: Two parts, divided into 12 units, with  

10-12 minute video lectures for each unit
• Assignment: You can choose how and when 

you consume the content at any time the course 
is open, but must complete it before the deadline 
on April 12 and achieve at least 50% of available 
points in order to earn a Record of Achievement

• Time commitment: Approximately 4 hours
• Assessment: Self-testing, final exam, and final 

course survey
• Language: English

COURSE CONTENT
PART 1: Changing Hearts and Minds 

1. What’s So Great About Volunteering? 
2. Why Does Volunteering Make Me Feel Good?
3. How Humans Have Evolved to Help
4. Understanding Human Motivation
5. The Journey of the Volunteer
6. Transactional vs. Transformative Volunteering 

PART 2: Leading the Change
1. Why Do Companies Volunteer?
2. Creating Space for Transformation
3. Framing the Volunteer Experience
4. Volunteering as Leadership Development
5. Hacks for Managing Events
6. Was it All Worth It? Measuring Impact

EMPATHY IN MOTION: 
THE POWER OF EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING

hosted by

open.sap.com

http://www.rw.institute/
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Empathy in Motion: 
The Power of Employee Volunteering

Empathy in Motion, a free online course from industry leaders RW Institute and openSAP, is 
open to anyone interested in learning about transformative volunteering and its impact. This pioneering 
12-unit course will change how you view service. Learn in four hours how to build morale, encourage 
team building and make a positive impact on the world.

Registration: Visit open.SAP.com, beginning January 31.

Starting: March 14. The course is open until April 12.

At-a-Glance

Create transformative 
volunteer programs

Find purpose in 
your volunteering

Elevate your 
volunteer experience

Led by Realized Worth  
CEO Chris Jarvis

Increased  
levels of  
affective 

commitment

Competitive 
hiring position

Improved 
job 

performance

Improved 
organizational 

resilience

Discover 4 reasons  
to Adopt the Transformative Model

Learn how to move from Transactional to Transformative Experiences 
A transformative experience happens when a volunteer’s beliefs, attitudes and behaviors about a 
particular social group or community issue change as a result of volunteering. 

Learn 3 Key Behaviors to help create a 
transformative experience:

The Brief

The Debrief

Guiding volunteers 4
21

3

http://open.sap.com/courses/pev1


Frequent ly
Asked Questions

EMPATHY IN MOTION: 
THE POWER OF EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING

What is the RW Institute? 
Founded by Realized Worth, the RW Institute or RWI, is an 
association of stakeholders who are committed to innovative 
projects, research, analysis, and public policy change. 
Such advancements remove existing barriers and promote 
the practice and theory of corporate volunteering on a 
global scale.

What is openSAP?
openSAP is an innovative learning platform and thought 
leader for Enterprise MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). 
It is provided by SAP and hosted at the Hasso Plattner 
Institute in Potsdam, Germany. Everyone can enroll in 
openSAP courses, which are provided free of charge.

Can anyone attend this course?
Empathy in Motion is open to everyone, and is especially 
recommended to individuals interested in social good and 
human motivation as well as those involved with company 
volunteering programs, volunteers, and corporate social 
responsibility practitioners.

What is the course objective?
Along with offering clear, practical guidance on how to design 
successful volunteer programs and events, Empathy in 
Motion also shows course participants how volunteerism can 
generate empathy.

Can you tell me more about that course objective?
Volunteerism is often perceived as a transaction where one 
party provides a service, and where the other party is a 

beneficiary of that service. Empathy in Motion breaks the 
boundaries of this transactional relationship by integrating 
the work of volunteer leaders with a philosophy of empathy. 
Volunteer leaders who are taught to grow empathy and 
understanding in themselves and in others are doing much 
more than delivering a service – they are helping others 
recognize their own compassion and that they, too, have a role 
to play in making the world a better place through meaningful 
human connection and social good.

What do course attendees get out of it?
Upon successful completion of Empathy in Motion, 
attendees who met certain criteria will be notified when they 
can download a Record of Achievement from openSAP that 
can be added to résumés or a LinkedIn profile.

Can I see a preview of the course page?
Please view a preview of the course page and a teaser video 
here starting on January 31.

How much does Empathy in Motion cost?
All openSAP courses are provided free of charge.

What is the course content?
In Part 1, the course provides a theoretical framework, 
focusing on how to mobilize volunteers’ empathy so 
that volunteering moves from the transactional to the 
transformative. Part 2 offers practical guidance on setting up 
programs and executing volunteer events.

Whether you’re an employee or an employer, the new, free open online course Empathy in Motion: The 
Power of Employee Volunteering, is designed to enhance your future volunteering projects. The course  
offers a perspective on the power of volunteering that goes beyond the traditional, transactional model, helping 
you kick-start your journey toward making a positive impact on the world. Empathy in Motion: The Power of 
Employee Volunteering, starting March 14, is brought to you by the RW Institute, and is hosted by openSAP. 

(Continued)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hasso_Plattner_Institute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hasso_Plattner_Institute
https://open.sap.com/courses/pev1


PART 1: Changing Hearts and Minds 
1. What’s So Great About Volunteering? 
2. Why Does Volunteering Make Me Feel Good?
3. How Humans Have Evolved to Help
4. Understanding Human Motivation
5. The Journey of the Volunteer
6. Transactional vs. Transformative Volunteering 

PART 2: Leading the Change
1. Why Do Companies Volunteer?
2. Creating Space for Transformation
3. Framing the Volunteer Experience
4. Volunteering as Leadership Development
5. Hacks for Managing Events
6. Was it All Worth It? Measuring Impact

What is the format of the course?
The course is hosted online and consists of video units, 
self-tests, discussion forum, weekly assignments and a 
final exam. Content is released on a weekly basis and you 
can access the content at any time, from anywhere and on 
any device. 

How much time will it take to complete?
The course will take approximately 4 hours.

How long does the course run?
Starting on March 14, Empathy in Motion is open for 4 
weeks, until April 12. Even after the course has closed, you 
can still access the content, but cannot use the discussion 
forum, or take the course assignment. In order to earn a 
Record of Achievement you must complete the course 
assignments before the deadline on April 12 and earn at least 
50% of the possible points.

What if I can’t attend at a particular time? 
The content is usually released at 09:00 UTC (Coordinated 
Universal Time) but this doesn’t mean you need to log on at 
that time. openSAP works independent of where in the world 
you are located. However, we recommend that you access 
the content early in the week, as you will need to submit a 
weekly assignment before the deadline.

How do I register?
Registration opens at https://open.sap.com/courses/pev1 
on January 31, 2017, 09:00 UTC, with course start on March 
14, 09:00 UTC.

Why is SAP partnering with the RW Institute to 
present this course?
SAP’s Global Corporate Social Responsibility program 
exists not only to provide SAP employees a mechanism to 
contribute in a positive way to the communities where they 
live and work; it also exists to increase the effectiveness of 
CSR and corporate volunteering around the world. Empathy 
in Motion (content by Realized Worth) educates and equips 
global audiences to join SAP in this purpose. 

Are there any other supporters associated with 
this course?
Yes, in addition to our partner, SAP, Empathy in Motion is 
proud to be supported by Toyota and Deloitte, both of which 
are highly committed to advancing the theory and practice of 
corporate volunteering.
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